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QUESTION 1

After deploying an ONTAP Select 2 node HA cluster at a remote site, you successfully perform manual 

takeover and giveback before placing the cluster into production. After the cluster runs in production for a 

week, you notice that you can no longer perform a manual takeover. 

In this scenario, what are two causes of this problem? (Choose two.) 

A. There is a network disruption between sites. 

B. ONTAP Deploy has been deleted. 

C. The vSphere HA service has failed. 

D. The HA interconnect cables have been removed. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

You must back up and replicate a Microsoft SQL server using SnapProtect in your clustered Data ONTAP 

environment. Which three components must be correctly installed and configured? 

(Choose three.) 

A. SnapDrive for Windows 

B. On Command Workflow Automation 

C. On Command Unified Manager 6.0 

D. SnapProtect v10 

E. SnapProtectiDataAgent 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a 2-node FAS9000 cluster that must replicate to a 2-node AFF A300 cluster. Both clusters use self-encrypting
drives (SEDs) and need toencrypt all data at rest using centralized key management. 

Which two features accomplish this task? (Choose two.) 

A. Onboard Key Management 

B. External Key Management 



C. NetApp Volume Encryption (NVE) 

D. NetApp Storage Encryption (NSE) 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

Click the Exhibit button. 

You have a volume that wasconfigured a year ago using the default Snapshot policy that is shown in the exhibit. You
need to increase the number of weekly maximum Snapshot copies to retain eight copies. 

Which additional action is needed to have eight weekly Snapshot copies in thisvolume after modifying the schedule? 

A. Delete six weekly Snapshot copies 

B. Reapply the default policy to the volume 

C. Wait six weeks for Snapshot retention. 

D. Modify the Snapshot reserve. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are correct about MetroCluster IP requirements for intercluster LIFs? (Choose two.) 

A. At least one interface per node is required. 

B. Either an IPv6 address or IPv4 address is required. 

C. A dedicated network port is required. 



D. Jumbo frames are required. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 6

You want to configurea SnapMirror transfer throttle to consume less network bandwidth. In the output of the snapmirror
show command, which three statistics would you use? 

(Choose three.) 

Response: 

A. Last Transfer Type 

B. Last Transfer Size 

C. Total Transfer Time inSeconds 

D. Last Transfer Error 

E. Last Transfer Duration 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer wants to enforce prompt tiering when the cooling threshold has been reached. They want to do this even
though the data may have been deleted or the data continues to exist in the primary file system. 

In this scenario, which tiering policy should be used? 

A. Auto 

B. Snapshot-only 

C. Backup 

D. None 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

The primary and secondary clusters are fully configured. You want to set up an inter-cluster SnapMirror relationship.
Which two actions are prerequisite to accomplishing thistask? 

(Choose two.) 

A. The SVMs must be peered. 



B. The primary and secondary clusters must be peered. 

C. The Snapshot schedule must be configured. 

D. NDMP must be enabled. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

You want to ensure that you are using compatible hardware and software versions with your MetroCluster installation.
Which tool would accomplish this task? 

A. Hardware Universe 

B. System-Level Diagnostics tool (SLDIAG tool) 

C. OneCollect 

D. Interoperability Matrix Tool 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

A customer wants to convert some SnapMirror relationships to SnapVault relationships. How would this be
accomplished without creating a new baseline? 

Response: 

A. Break and delete the relationship followed by SnapMirror resync. 

B. Break the relationship followed by SnapMirror delete. 

C. Break and delete the relationship followed by SnapMirror resync with relationship type XDP. 

D. Break the relationship followed by SnapMirror modify. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Network bandwidth between your the primary and secondary sites is limited. You believe that data compression
combined with volume SnapMirror would help solve this problem. In this scenario, which statement is correct? 

A. Data compression can be enabled on the source storage system and will remain intact through SnapMirror. 

B. A SnapMirror source cannot becompressed but the destination volume can be. 

C. Data compression and SnapMirror are incompatible. 



D. Compression can be enabled independently between the source and the destination. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

You want to provide your team with a SnapProtect report that shows how many backups succeeded, were delayed, and
failed over the last 30 days. You also want detailed information about the jobs, agents, and clients. 

WhichCommCell report provides the necessary information? 

A. Backup Job Summary 

B. Activity 

C. Health 

D. SLA 

Correct Answer: A 
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